Microsoft
Power
Apps

Adapt. Evolve. Scale.

Accelerate your impact

When business needs and goals evolve, especially in
times of uncertainty, being able to quickly pivot to
better serve clients and customers is critical.

It can be challenging to know exactly where to start
with your app to make sure the end product is truly
providing value. How do you move from ideation to
prototype? How do you know what capabilities and
features you need to include or how to begin scaling
the foundation of what you build?

Microsoft Power Apps can help you meet changing
needs by rapidly deploying business applications,
consolidating and streamlining databases, and
scaling as you grow.
At its core, PowerApps enables you to quickly
build low-code apps. Its prebuilt templates and
drag-and-drop functionality mean people who
aren’t tech experts can still build apps, using
language they can understand.

That’s where Wipfli comes in. We work with
organizations to not only get off the ground but also
add customization that meets their exact needs.
Our team takes your organization through an
ideation process to define your challenges and
requirements and then help design a framework and
roadmap that aligns to your overall organizational
strategy. As a Microsoft Preferred Power Apps
Advanced Partner, Wipfli is the team you can count
on to guide you through design, implementation and
training to enable you for success.

"

Our staff has a higher confidence level in our data, and
issues with our time tracking is a thing of the past.”

– Enterprise Minnesota

The solutions you need. Right now.
Wipfli’s Power Apps development and consulting services can help your organization:
Increase agility

Increase your speed to impact

Build apps that modernize your
organization’s processes, solve your
toughest challenges and enable your
clients and customers to better interact
with you.

Leverage the Wipfli team’s experience
to get up and running faster. We’ve built
dozens of Power Apps and have a firm
ideation and creation process, enabling
a quick deployment period for a more
immediate impact.

The apps you can build are highly scalable,
with broad distribution abilities, allowing
you to quickly put data into the hands of
end-users.
Gain power through integration
You can connect Power Apps across the
entire Microsoft ecosystem — from Office
365 to Azure to Dynamics 365 — helping
you build more powerful, innovative apps.
Eliminate siloes and scale both in size and
breadth of areas covered.
Remove your limits
Use Power Apps to build whatever
type of app you need. Resourcetracking, employee and client/customer
collaboration and self-service, scheduling
and time-tracking, online ordering,
curbside pickup, digital resources and
education — these are all capabilities
Power Apps can help you create. And
Wipfli can help you further customize its
capabilities to your needs.

Leverage the full Power Platform
Wipfli can also assist you with leveraging
the full Microsoft Power Platform, which
brings together integrated solutions
that can be implemented to meet your
organization’s needs. The Power Platform
enables you to:
■

■

■

■

■

Manage and engage clients and key
relationships with internal- and/or
external-facing portals
Consolidate and analyze customer data
with Customer Insights
Analyze data and report on KPIs with
Power BI
Create intelligent chatbots through
Power Virtual Agents
Leverage workflow and automation
across business applications with
Power Automate

Wipfli provides strategic analysis and
design to help guide organizations
through their technology strategy and
roadmap on Microsoft’s platforms.

Let’s get started
Contact us for a free Power Apps assessment. We will discuss your challenges and whether
Power Apps would be the right fit to increase your speed to impact.
wipfli.com/PowerApps
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